Designers Own Montauk Oceanfront
220 Old Montauk Highway, Montauk
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Property Details / Amenities / Features
- Modern
- Built in 1962
- 1.1 Acres
- Oceanfront
- 2 Stories

- Shingled Exterior
- 3,500 SF+/- 5 Bedrooms
- 4.5 Bathrooms
- 2 Fireplaces

- Central Air Conditioning
- Partial Basement
- 25’ X 25’ Heated Gunite Pool
- 2-Car Garage
- Interiors by Vincente Wolf

DESIGNERS OWN MONTAUK OCEANFRONT SUMMER RENTAL
Montauk. Summer beach daze and sultry summer nights will await you each and every day if you are quick enough to rent renowned
interior designer Vincente Wolf ‘s beach front lair above the pristine sands of Montauk for any six weeks this summer. The homes of Malibu,
Big Sur and the Caribbean have nothing on this totally renovated and expanded 5 bedroom oceanfront contemporary on three levels
of living space that looks out to the sunrise over the Atlantic. His unique signature and personal collection abound within , as gorgeous
stone floors connect generous common rooms flooded by sunlight with intimate spaces to provide room for large gatherings as well as
quiet reflection. Begin and end your glorious days in an expansive master suite sequestered from the rest. Outside the heated, Gunite pool
provides ample space to kick back, relax and watch the ships set sail. Walk next to the crashing surf while you decide on where to eat nearby.
Perhaps at the newly redone Gurney’s for lunch or après beach drinks at Surf Lodge or maybe dinner with the whole gang at the Harvest
where large portions rule. Endless choices await the lucky renter who hooks this seldom available beach house before it disappears on the
next tide.
Exclusive Rental. WEB# 525818

Southampton to Montauk...Sagaponack to Shelter Island
The Hamptons for Buyers, Sellers, Renters & Investors
August-Labor Day: $175K
(8/1/18 - 9/3/18)

220 Old Montauk Highway
Montauk
1.1 acres / 3,500 SF+/5 Bedrooms / 4.5 Bathrooms
Tax Map: 0300-087.00-03.00-012.003
For more pictures, video and info visit:
myhamptonhomes.com/62431
Corcoran WEB# 62431
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